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CONSUMER, RETAIL AND HOSPITALITY (CRH) PRACTICE

Richard Crux brings to NGS Global a winning 
background that includes change management 
leadership experience for large, multinational 
corporations as well as executive recruitment. This 
mixture gives him the unique ability to understand 
both sides of the equation when tackling human 
capital needs for our clients in the region who prefer 
the “personal touch” that NGS Global offers. 
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JOINING A WINNING TEAM

Six months ago, Richard Crux was a client of NGS Global; a 
happy client with a great working relationship with Roman 
Müller-Albrecht the NGS Global partner assigned to his 
account. Things were going well in his present position 
with a promising new start-up company and there was 
no compelling reason for a career change at the time. But 
Müller-Albrecht had suggested an idea that caught his 
interest, and he was having a hard time letting go of it.

“I had an opportunity to manage the new Düsseldorf 
office of NGS Global, a firm with the rare ability to provide 
its clients with the breadth of resources across different 
regions and functional areas of expertise, while maintaining 
the high-touch delivery and candidate access of a boutique 
search firm with fewer ‘off-limits’ restrictions.  As someone 
who has worked as a search consultant in major executive 
brands and who has also been a CEO client of executive 
search services, I really felt that this was a model whose 
time had come.”

In the end, Mr. Crux followed both his heart and his head, 
and when NGS Global opened its new office in Düsseldorf, 
Germany, he signed on as Managing Partner. He also 

assumed the post of the new NGS Global Consumer, Retail 
& Hospitality (CRH) practice lead in Europe. Mr. Crux brings 
to NGS Global a wealth of C-Level leadership experience 
in the consumer goods industry combined with a highly 
successful second career in the field of executive search-
an ideal cross-section of expertise to serve our clients in 
the CRH markets.

And why Düsseldorf for a new NGS Global office in 
Europe? That’s easy. Düsseldorf is located in the center of 
the largest metropole in Europe and the only metropole 
crossing borders (Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg) 
with 20 million people in less than a one hour drive from 
its center. While Skype and e-mail might be ubiquitous, 
many of our clients still prefer the option of face-to-face 
access to our partners who work and live in the same 
region where they are doing business.

WHO IS RICHARD CRUX AND WHAT MAKES HIM 
SUCH A VALUABLE ASSET TO NGS GLOBAL AND TO 
OUR CLIENTS

Starting off at Jacobs Suchard, a coffee and confectionary 
company (later owned by Kraft and today Mondelez), 
Mr. Crux built a strong foundation for a career in the 

While a proficient and well-rounded understanding of business strategy is a prerequisite for almost 
every senior executive position, a deeper appreciation for the power of human dynamics and the 
ability to effectively evaluate individual talent are the keys to building lasting and cohesive teams... 
This is not something they teach in business school. It’s a matter of life experience, and there simply is 
no substitute for that.”

—Richard Crux, Managing Partner and CRH Practice Lead Europe
  NGS Global

The city of Dusseldorf and the surrounding area has always been a 
location of great importance for any global company looking to establish 
a presence in this part of Europe. However, you must also have the right 
people in place to manage the operation. 
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consumer goods industry, developing a strong work ethic, 
an inspiration for professional achievement and a strong 
sense of purpose and direction. This experience led to a 
consulting post at McKinsey & Company. During his time 
there he worked on a daily basis with some of the best 
and the brightest and gained some fundamental insights 
to business success that he still carries with him today.

In 1996 Mr. Crux moved on to take a position at Deutsche 
Post/DHL during a time of major transformative change. He 
joined the company just as Deutsche Post was completing 
its acquisition of DHL and converting it from a state-owned 
entity into a for-profit, private enterprise. Not only did this 
entail a complete restructuring of the company from a 
managerial and operational standpoint, but it also involved 
a complete overhaul of the logistics and the German zip 
code system simultaneously. 

The experience and achievements that Crux notched 
during his time at DHL opened the door for many new 
career opportunities and he later moved on to join the 
confectionary goods company Barry Callebaut/Stollwerck 
GmbH as CEO. There he brought a highly product-centered 
focus to the company’s strategic vision and grew revenues 
by delighting customers with an emphasis on superior 
sweets and reliable quality. Putting the customer at the 
center of the decision-making process helped Crux steer 
Stollwerck to success during his tenure as Chief Executive, 
an experience that he looks back on fondly.

“The freedom to set the strategic vision for the company 
and the excitement of seeing the results of that strategy as 
it is executed, these are some of the things that made my 
time as CEO of Stollwerck a very rewarding experience,” 
Crux says with a melancholy smile. “My time there really 
helped prepare me for a career in executive search, where 
I would routinely be evaluating candidates for senior level 
executive positions much like the one I myself had held.

THE BENEFIT OF EXPERIENCE AND OBJECTIVITY

As Mr. Crux moved on to the global executive search firm 
Russell Reynolds in what would essentially become a 

second career in the field of executive recruiting he looked 
back on his time in business management and one core 
principle came to mind. At the end of the day, business is 
conducted by, for and between people. While a proficient 
and well-rounded understanding of business strategy is a 
prerequisite for almost every senior executive position, a 
deeper appreciation for the power of human dynamics and 
the ability to effectively evaluate individual talent are the 
keys to building lasting and cohesive teams of individuals 
that achieve their goals with reliable consistency. This is 
not something they teach in business school. It’s a matter 
of life experience, and there simply is no substitute for 
that.

FINAL THOUGHTS

Drawing from his collective experience and the wisdom 
gained from it, Richard Crux approaches his new role at 
NGS Global with a client-focused orientation designed to 
build lasting relationships through the delivery of excellent 
executive search results for our clients. If you would like 
to connect with Richard please feel free to contact him by 
email at richard.crux@ngs-global.com or by telephone at 
+49.151.17205091.
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ABOUT RICHARD CRUX

Richard Crux is Managing Partner at NGS Global based in 
Düsseldorf, Germany.

Mr. Crux conducts senior-level assignments on behalf of 
domestic as well as global companies in the industrial, 
consumer goods, retail and logistics sectors. His areas of 
functional expertise include marketing, sales, supply chain 
and procurement.

Mr. Crux has extensive experience in executive search and 
served previously as Managing Director of a major global 
executive search firm.

Mr. Crux was most recently CEO of bofrost. His earlier career 
includes tenure as CEO of Stollwerck and as President, 
Consumer of Barry Callebaut. Mr. Crux also served as a 
Member of the Divisional Board Mail/New Business at 
Deutsche Post/DHL, as Director Marketing at Kraft Foods, 
and as a Consultant at McKinsey and Company.

Mr. Crux studied business economics at Westfälische-
Wilhelms-Universität in Münster where he earned the 
Diplom-Kaufmann-degree.

ABOUT NGS GLOBAL

With offices across the Americas, Europe, Africa and Asia, 
NGS Global provides the extensive resources of major global 
executive search firms along with high-touch service, accelerated 
completion cycles and superior candidate access made possible 
by a mid-sized platform without external shareholders. Through 
our commitment to industry expertise, cultural knowledge and 
partner-led search execution, we deliver exceptional value to 
our clients.
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